All Folded Up
A tri-fold case for make up

Materials:

or arts/crafts supplies. 3

3 coordinating FQs
3 zippers: 9”-12”
length
Pellon batting or
stabilizers
Thread to match or
contrast fabrics
Snap closures
1/4 yard Vinyl or Mesh

zippered pockets securely
store your items while in
transit. The pockets can be
made with mesh or vinyl,
depending on your needs.
Make it plain or fancy, use
your creativity to make it
your own.

Tools:

Samples Cases:
The gold and navy cases are 18”x8” with 3 pockets, have
minimal quilting and a shallow

ap. The red case is 21.5”

X8.5", with a pieced design, 3 pockets, and a deeper ap.
The gold case has Pellon Flex Foam for a rm but soft feel.
The navy case has Pellon 523 Decovil for a rm feel. The red
case has Warm and Natural batting for a soft hand.

Sewing machine
Snap closure tool
Rotary cutter
Cutting mat
Disappearing Marking
tool
Wonder clips
Straight pins
Bias Tape Maker

Notes:
•

When using a FQ with a one way /directional design, consider which direction you want it to
go, upright or sideways, then cut the fabric to re ect that choice.

•

High contrast prints make great cases. For the binding, a print that compliments the other
fabrics is key as the binding will show against both.

•

The vinyl needs to be mid-heavy gauge to avoid easy damage, the mesh is soft and pliable.

•

Pellon has a pattern for this case, but the pockets are the same size and it causes folds in the
vinyl. I tweaked their design to make the folds hit at the zippers for a more natural break.
They also use an iron on vinyl to line the inside of the case making for easy clean up from
leaks.
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Cutting Instructions:
Cut FQs and stabilizer 18”x9” following Notes
above for directional prints. For a longer
case, cut FQs in half to produce 2 pieces
approximately 22”x9”, cut stabilizer the same
size. Figure 1

Make bias strips from 3rd FQ, cutting 54” of

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

2.5” strips and cut 6 strips at 2”x9”.
Cut vinyl or mesh material into 3 pieces as
follows: 4”x9”, 4.5”x9”, and 4.75”x9” Figure 2

Construction:
Layer the fabrics, right sides out, on the
stabilizer. Figure 3 Use Wonder clips to hold
all layers in place. Quilt as desired to join the
layers. Figure 4
Mark the top of the piece, make sure your
directional fabric is laying how you prefer.
Figure 5
Fold top in half and trim corners for even
nish. Figure 6 Sew 1/8” from edge to secure
layers. You can place your snaps at this time,
marking the top one at .75” from edge and
the bottom snap 6” from bottom. See note on
page 4.
Prepare the pockets:
Use Bias Tape Maker to double fold the 2”x9”
strips, edges are folded into center. Figure 7
Arrange the pockets, zippers and bias strips
as shown in Figure 8, starting at the bottom
with the smallest pocket to the largest at top.

The bias strips will have the folded edge towards the zippers in between them. The open edge
of your strips will be towards the pocket material. The top bias strip will only be attached to the
zipper and will have the open edge towards the zipper tape.
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Assemble Pocket Layer:
Wrap the pocket pieces with the bias strips
along 9” edge. Top-stitch close to the edge.
Figures 9 and 10 The top strip, only, will be
sewn to a zipper, with the open edge over
the zipper tape. The bottom of the smallest
pocket will be bare. Figure 8
Note: Use larger zippers to avoid catching
the metal parts with your machine needle.
Excess length will be cut off in a future step.
Lay the pieces back on your table and
arrange smallest at bottom to largest at top.
Sew the zippers to the folded edge of the
bias strip, with the strip ush with the zipper
teeth, top stitch close to the fold. Figures
11/12 Completed pocket panel Figure 13

Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16

Note: Do not iron directly on the vinyl or
mesh, they may melt from the heat. Pins and
and clips will mar the vinyl, so avoid direct
contact when using them to secure items..
Layer the pocket piece over the case and line
up the edges. Keep the bias strips level
across the case. Measure 3”-3.5”(4”-4.5” for
the longer case) down from the top ap,
make a line to position pocket panel,
securing with Wonder Clips and straight
pins. Figures 14/15
Once you have your pocket piece aligned
and it is securely clipped/pinned into place,
divide the pockets by sewing across the bias
strips above each zipper, sewing on the
previous top-stitched line. Figure 16

Move the zipper pulls into the center of your case to keep them functional and sewing over the
pull. Figure 17 Sew 1/8” from edges around the pocket panel to secure the edges.
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Continue with Pocket Panel:
Sew slowly over the zipper ends, making
sure to push the teeth together as you sew.
Figures 18/19
Once the pocket panel is secure you can trim
off excess materials. Be sure you do not catch
your rotary blade on any metal parts of the
zipper. The blade will cut through the zipper
teeth. Figures 20/21

Figure 17

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 20

Figure 21

Figure 22

Prepare the bias strip binding and sew to the
case from the inside and then turn to the
front and secure with top-stitching. Figure
22.
*Note: I place my snaps, Figure 23, at the
end for better placement, and to avoid
damaging the top snap when sewing the
binding on. If you make a longer case you
will need to see where the top ap reaches
when folded, Figure 24, to determine
placement of snaps. Attach the male snap on
the ap and the female on the body, be sure
you have the parts in the right direction for
the snap to work. Roll the case loosely to
determine snap placement, to not limit the
amount you can put in the case. Figure 25

Figure 23

Figure 24

Figure 25
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